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This poster describes a new approach to the standard campus tour 
using an augmented reality campus application.  Due to the many 
choices of colleges students face, scheduling campus tours 
becoming less plausible due to scheduling conflicts. Most 
campuses offer no real portable option available for large campus 
directories found around campus and scheduling a guided tour by 
other campus employees is difficult and limiting.  We propose a 
new augmented reality application that will allow students, visitors 
and staff to quickly and easily find buildings, identify which 
departments are in each building and faculty offices located in the 
buildings with the use of a smart phone. 

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES

Augmented Reality is different than virtual reality by using points 
or locations and angles captured in a user’s real-life camera and 
then using those locations values to determine if the camera is 
pointing at the correct image and then it will overlay a 3-
dimensional image or animation. By using sensors, location 
detection, and networks in a user’s smart phone, augmented reality 
has been configured to be used in a variety of applications from 
travel, design, education and gaming (Yu, et. al., 2015).  We used 
the game engine, Unity, to build the application and the augmented 
reality application plug-in called Vuforia that works well with 
Unity to allow AR in their VR suite. 

Then the team took many pictures around campus. Each 
building had to be photographed from every angle so we could be 
assured that when a user shoots a building with their phone, it 
would work. Those images get uploaded to the Vuforia database 
and then matched with what the camera sees.  

MATERIALS & METHODS

CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new way of finding locations on campus with an 
application that will allow students and faculty to easily find their 
destination using a smart device’s camera. We discussed how using 
augmented reality technology, can help bring not just Western 
Washington University’s campus, but any campus that incorporates 
this app, into the future and draw more technology interest to the 
area. 
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Scheduling a campus tour is never an easy task as they are 
normally expected to be done months before a student decides on 
which school they will attend. Once a student decides on a school, 
it could have been months if not at all since they last walked 
campus to the first week of classes when they arrive back on 
campus. For international students, they may never get to 
physically visit a campus before the first day of classes. Many 
campus directories are usually placed around campus, for 
navigating between tall buildings and finding where a class is 
located or even where an instructor’s office is located for office 
hours. These items are helpful but sometimes not enough. If the 
campus is descriptive in their building naming, like the Biology 
Building, it is usually indicative of the department located inside, 
but some buildings are named after donors and can be vague. 
Therefore, a smart phone augmented reality application was a 
smart idea to create so students, visitors and even staff could point 
their phone at a building and immediately determine which 
departments, instructors and other classrooms or offices are located 
inside.
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This is the first page a user would see if they were to point their 
phone at the Communications building on WWU’s campus using 
the AR Tour app. The white page behind it is the page that would 
be displayed if the user were to press the green “INFO” button. 
(The Viking is WWU’s mascot.)


